BEYOND Endpoint Protection

Remote Work Is the New Normal
Are Your REMOTE ENDPOINTS Secure?

In a 2019 survey, 81% of CISOs report at least one intrusion in the past year; 22% of these attacks involved unpatched vulnerabilities.

Industry analysts see a 600% increase in phishing attacks in Q1 of 2020.

BEYOND Endpoint Protection

Where are YOUR Endpoints?

Endpoints are attractive targets.

90% of all global malware traffic arrives at an endpoint via an email attachment.

60% of already compromised endpoints REMAIN UNPATCHED for more than 30 days.

First Generation EDR Fails To Defray HIDDEN COSTS of Attacks

Not Fast enough

Lost Productivity

Ransomware spreads in minutes, EDR’s manual research and containment often takes hours.

Costly remediation of remote endpoints

The NotPetya attack destroyed a large Ukrainian bank’s entire network in 45 seconds.

The answer: Endpoint Resilience through 2nd Generation EDR

FortiEDR is a next generation EDR solution that automates real-time detection, containment, and remediation.

Full visibility into contained incident for attack forensics

Automated roll-back to a known good state eliminates lost productivity

Automated preemptive controls eliminate unpatched vulnerabilities

To learn how Fortinet and FortiEDR can secure your remote workforce, click here.